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Abstract—Consider a network comprised of many variables,
which interact with each other following a causal stochastic
dynamical system model. Given time-series measurements of
these variables, an important task is the inference of the structure
of the causal dynamical system. Recently, directed information
has been proposed as a generalization of Granger causality to
accurately infer the structure of the network. We observe a
curious phenomenon: in the limit that the relationships become
purely deterministic, this measure loses power completely. In
this paper, we study this phenomenon, explore its connection
to Taken’s delay embedding theorem, propose a remedy called
restricted directed information (RDI); and finally, demonstrate its
efficacy in simulations. In particular we show that, RDI recovers
the graph correctly in all instances, deterministic or stochastic,
where there is enough information to recover the graph uniquely.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Determining the network of interactions between random
variables from observations has a long history in graphical
models [1]. With the emergence of pervasive measurement
techniques in different domains, including in finance, social
networks, computational biology, and smart cities, it has
become increasingly commonplace to observe time-series of
measurements. These time-series are usually well modeled by
random processes that interact and evolve; and a common
problem of interest in many domains is the inference of the
underlying network structure of interactions from the observed
time-series. It is for performing this particular task in financial
time series that Granger proposed a notion called Granger
causality [2], which can infer the network under an assumption
of linear relationships among the time-series. In a series of
recent work [3], [4], methods utilizing directed information,
originally proposed in communications theory literature [5],
have been proposed as the appropriate extension to non-linear
problems in order to infer the network correctly. The directed
information between a pair of stochastic processes is given as,
DI(X → Y |Z) :=

T
1X
{H(Yt |Yt−1 , ..., Y1 , Zt−1 , ..., Z1 )
T t=1

−H(Yt |Yt−1 , ..., Y1 , Xt−1 , ..., X1 , Zt−1 , ..., Z1 )}.
In [4], it is shown that there is a causal link from Xi to Xj if
and only if DI(Xi → Xj |X{i,j}c ) > 0, provided all transition
probabilities are non-zero and there are no latent variables.
A particularly simple case of such problems occurs when
the evolution of the time-series is purely deterministic; and this
is indeed the scope of study in the present paper. For example,

consider a popular non-linear dynamical system, referred to as
the Lorenz system [6]. It is a system with 3 time series, x, y, z
which evolves according to the following ordinary differential
equation with parameters σ, ρ, β.
ẋ(t)

=

σ(y(t) − x(t))

(1)

ẏ(t)

=

x(t)(ρ − z(t)) − y(t)

(2)

ẋ(t)

=

x(t)y(t) − βz(t)

(3)

This equation system is particularly interesting for some
parameter regimes, for example σ = 10, β = 38 , ρ = 28, in
the sense that it has no fixed points or orbits of fixed period;
rather the system exhibits a “strange” attractor inside which
the system remains. One may wish to infer the system’s connectivity, shown in Figure 1, from the observations of the time
series. It is pointed out in a recent work on inferring causality
in ecological systems [7] that for inferring the connectivity
of such systems, Granger causality and its extensions cannot
be satisfactorily employed. This is, because, in the case of
dynamical systems, Taken’s theorem [8] guarantees that the
information about the state of a system (x(t), y(t), z(t)) is
contained already in the lags of any one of its variables, for
example, x(t − 1), x(t − 2), x(t − 3). Indeed in that case,
DI(Y → X)

:=

T
1X
H(Xt |Xt−1 , ..., X1 )
T t=1

−H(Xt |Yt−1 , ..., Y1 , Xt−1 , ..., X1 ) = 0.
Therefore all directed information terms may be zero, and
indeed the system is not inferable using directed-information
graphs. In this regime, [7] proposed some algorithms which
can infer the underlying graph using lagged embeddings.
These algorithms are guaranteed to return the correct answer when the system has only two interacting variables
and when the system is purely deterministic. In this paper,
we try to bridge the gap between the two extremes: in the
purely stochastic extreme, directed-information graphs seem
to work well and in the purely deterministic setting, alternative
methods seem to be needed. This problem is also interesting
because as the SNR increases, i.e., the noise in the system
decreases, one may intuitively expect better performance but
directed-information based methods deteriorate (see Figure 3).
The question that we study is the following: is there a universal
algorithm that can recover the graph correctly in both the
deterministic as well as stochastic settings?

Consider a system that is undergoing a deterministic evolution; in such a case directed information is not even well
defined. In order to make this quantity well-defined, let us
assume that the initial conditions are random so that there is
some randomness in the system. As already discussed, directed
information does not infer this graph correctly. We propose a
natural metric called the restricted directed information, which
is the same as the directed information but only takes into
account the past time-step.
RDI(X → Y )

= H(Y (t)|Y (t − 1))
−H(Y (t)|Y (t − 1), X(t − 1)). (4)

Clearly, such a metric is tailored to first-order Markov
relationships; and one cannot hope to infer higher order
Markov relationships using such a metric (unlike directed
information). However, under the first-order Markov assumption, this quantity can be estimated with far fewer samples,
lending practical viability to such an estimator. In this paper,
we do not dwell on the estimators, except to point out that
estimation is an interesting task and needs some thought. In
our implementations, we have adapted estimators based on
the KSG estimator [9], whose properties were analyzed and
generalized in some recent work [10], [11]. The proposed
method of using RDI needs to estimate a conditional mutual
information depending on a m-dimensional joint distribution
(where m is the number of nodes). There are methods that can
utilize additional assumptions so that the sample complexity
can be reduced further [12].
The question that we would like to answer is when can RDI
infer the causal graph of a system correctly. It turns out that if
thribue system indeed had non-trivial noise at all the nodes, it
is easy to show that under the first order Markov assumption
the metric infers the graph correctly. In this paper, therefore,
the focus is on the deterministic or semi-deterministic cases,
where only some nodes may have noise added to them. Our
main result in the paper is that in the deterministic case,
RDI infers the graph correctly in cases where there is enough
information to do so (see Theorem III.1, Theorem III.3 and
Theorem IV.1). We also characterize the minimum number
of nodes in which noise is present for a linear system to be
inferred correctly; and show that RDI is optimal in this case
as well (see Theorem III.10).
II. A SSUMPTIONS , D EFINITIONS AND N OTATIONS
A dynamical system is a system of m random processes
{Xi (t)}1≤i≤m for t = 1, 2, .., T . At each time t, Xi (t) is
a random variable taking values in Xi and we denote them
altogether by the m × 1 vector X(t). A specific realization of
each random variable at time t is denoted by xi (t) for i ∈ [m]
and the whole state of the system at time t is shown by x(t).
We define [m] := {1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
The dynamical system starts evolving from an initial state
X(0) which we assume is chosen randomly according to
a distribution PX (0). The probability distribution at time t
is then denoted as PX (t). The mechanism of the system’s
evolution is defined by a vector transition function at each

time moment, i.e. for each t > 0, X(t) = g (X(t − 1), N (t))
in which g is the transition function and N is an m × 1 vector
of mutually-independent random variables called noise vector
at time t which is independent of the past states of the system.
Therefore the system is first-order Markov. Note that g does
not depend on the time index, hence the Markov chain is timehomogeneous.
Furthermore we assume that each variable Xi (t) is a function of only its corresponding noise element. In other words,
if g = [g1 , g2 , . . . , gm ]T , then Xi (t) = gi (X(t − 1), Ni (t)).
Note that both the transition functions gi and the initial state
PX (0) are required to fully specify the distribution of the
random process. We will assume that the system is stationary,
i.e., PX (t) = PX (0),
Causality relationship and causality graph of a dynamical
system:
We expressed the state of each variable Xj as Xj (t) =
gj (X(t − 1), Nj (t)). But in general, gj might be not a function of all the variables Xi (t − 1). In particular, it may depend
only on a subset of variables, denoted by a set P a(Xj ). So
for each variable Xj we introduce a set of parent nodes
denoted by P a(Xj ) ⊂ [m] which influence Xj , in other
words Xj (t) is a function of Xi (t − 1) for ∀Xi ∈ P a(Xj ).
We say there is a causal relationship from Xi to Xj or “Xi
causes Xj ” if Xi ∈ P a(Xj ). We can also encapsulate these
causal relationships on a graph, with nodes being random
processes and edges depending on the causal relationship. The
directed graph GC = (V, E) is called the causality graph of
a dynamical system, in which V = [m] and (i, j) ∈ E iff
Xi ∈ P a(Xj ).
The goal of network inference is to infer the casual graph of
the system from observations of the time series x(0), ..., x(t).
In some contexts, one may observe multiple different runs of
the random process, which may provide additional information.
Restricted Directed Information:
The restricted directed information (RDI) from the random
process X to Y is defined as follows.
RDI (X → Y ) = I (X(t − 1); Y (t)|Y (t − 1))

(5)

We study only stationary dynamical systems and
the associated random processes Xi so that for all
t > 0, I (X(t − 1), Y (t)|Y (t − 1)) is unique and hence
RDI (X → Y ) is meaningful.
We can also define the conditional RDI similarly. The
restricted directed information from X to Y given Z is defined
as:
RDI (X → Y |Z) = I (X(t − 1); Y (t)|Y (t − 1), Z(t − 1))
(6)
We also define an RDI graph. The directed graph
GRDI = (V, E) is called the RDI graph of a dynamical system, in which V = [m] and (i, j) ∈ E iff
RDI Xi → Xj |{Xk }k∈[m]−{i,j} > 0.
We overload the notation H(X) to denote the entropy of a
discrete variable X or to denote the differential entropy of an
absolutely continuous real-valued random variable.

If the system is ergodic, then it is possible to estimate RDI
and therefore the RDI graph from a single run of the timeseries. In cases where the system is stationary but not ergodic,
then multiple runs of the dynamical system with independent
initializations are needed in order to estimate the RDI.
Throughout the rest of the paper, we are interested in finding
out the casual relationships between the variables by using
RDI. In other words, for different scenarios we try to find
conditions under which GC = GRDI . The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: we study linear systems with and without
noise in Section III. We study deterministic non-linear systems
with discrete alphabet in Section IV. Finally we demonstrate
the performance of our proposed algorithms in simulations in
Section V.
III. L INEAR S YSTEMS
In general, a linear dynamical system is a dynamical system
in which all the alphabets Xi are real lines, and the functions
gi are linear. Equivalently, a linear system can be described as
X(t) = AX(t − 1) + N (t) in which A is an m × m matrix
and X(t) and N (t) are m × 1 vectors, expressing the state
of the system and the additive noise respectively. We assume
that N (t) follows a Gaussian distribution N (0, ΣN ). Note that
Aji 6= 0 ⇐⇒ (i, j) ∈ E, where E is the edge-set of GC , the
casual graph of the dynamical system.
A. Deterministic linear systems
A linear deterministic dynamical system is described as
X(t) = AX(t − 1), i.e, the noise variance is zero. Thus one
can accurately predict the system states for all t > 0 if the
initial system state X(0) and the matrix A are known. We
think of such deterministic systems initialized with a random
state PX (0) = N (0, ΣX(0) ). Then the system evolves as a
Gaussian random process with PX (t) = N (0, ΣX(t) ).
As discussed before, the RDI is meaningful only when the
system is stationary. For a general system to have a stationary distribution, it is necessary that the equation ΣX (t) =
ΣX (t − 1) has a non-trivial answer. If the system is linear and
deterministic with the transition matrix A, this condition is
reduced to ΣX = AΣX AT . Furthermore, ΣX will be identity
if and only if A is orthonormal. Note that, even when A is
orthonormal, there are other solutions to the equation as well,
for example ΣX = 0 is a valid solution; which stationary
distribution the system will converge to depends on the initial
distribution.
Now for the linear determinsitic system described above,
we’re looking for the conditions under which the RDI method
will return the correct causality graph.
Definition III.1. A graph GC and stationary covariance ΣX
satisfy Property A if for all edges (i, j) in GC we have
∀u ∈ Rm ,

ui 6= 0 :

uT ΣX u 6= 0.

(7)

We now present an examples where Property A is satisfied:
if GC is arbitrary, but ΣX is positive definite, then Property
A is satisfied. We note that if GC is such that each node has

an outgoing edge; then Property A is equivalent to ΣX being
positive definite.
Theorem III.1. (a) If for a linear deterministic system property A is satisfied, then GRDI = GC .
(b) If Property A is not satisfied, then there will be an
ambiguity in the correct system and no method will be
able to return the causality graph correctly.
We will prove this theorem in the rest of this section.
Lemma III.2 suggests a simpler condition under which the
RDI graph will be the same as causality graph. The proof of
Part (a) of Theorem III.1 is identical to proof of that lemma;
and follows from observing that Property A is all that is needed
for the proof to go through.
Before that, the Prop. III.1 is stated without proof, which
will be used through the proof of III.2.
Proposition III.1. Let ΣX be a covariance matrix of m zeromean jointly Gaussian random variables denoted by X. Then
∃ u 6= 0 ∀x : uT (x) = 0 if and only if ΣX is not positive
definite.
Lemma III.2. If the covariance matrix of the linear deterministic system Σx is positive definite, then GRDI = GC .
Proof. In a linear deterministic system, every
P variable Xj at
each time t can be described as Xj (t) = u Aj,u Xu (t − 1).
Let us assume GC = (V, E) is the causality graph of the
system. it can be observed that (i, j) ∈ E if Aj,i 6= 0, and
(i, j) ∈
/ E otherwise.
We will show that given ΣX
is positive
definite, for each pair (i, j)  if Aj,i
=
0 then
=
0. Similarly,
RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j}
RDI(Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j} ) > 0 if Aj,i 6= 0.
We can write:

RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j}
= I(Xi (t − 1); Xj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i} )

(8)

= I(Xi (t − 1); Aj,i Xi (t − 1)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i} )

If Aj,i = 0, then RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j} = 0
yielding the lemma.
If Aj,i 6= 0, then
I(Xi (t − 1); Xi (t − 1)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i} ) = 0,

(9)

implies that Xi (t − 1) is a function of {Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i} ,
i.e. there exists a linear
 function li such that ∀t : Xi (t) =
li {Xu (t)}u∈[m]−{i} which in turn implies ∃u 6= 0 :
uT x(t − 1) = 0, so from Prop.III.1 we conclude that Σx
is not positive definite which contradicts
our assumption.

Thus RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j} > 0 which yields the
lemma.
So we see for a deterministic linear system, if the Σx is
positive definite, then RDI can return the correct causality
graph. As pointed out earlier, only Property A is needed for
the proof of this Lemma and that concludes the proof of part
(a) of Theorem III.1.

We now need to prove (b) of Theorem III.1 which shows
that if property A is not true, then there is no method that
T
can infer the correct causality graph.
P∃u, ui0 6= 0 : u X = 0
can be written as ∀t : Xi0 (t) =
k∈[m]−{i0 } (−uk )Xk (t).
From the dynamics of the system and knowing that the edge
(i0 , j0 ) ∈ E, i.e. Aj0 ,i0 6= 0, we can write:
X
Xj (t) =
Aj,k Xk (t − 1)
k∈[m]

=

X

Aj,k Xk (t − 1) + Aj,i0 Xi0 (t − 1)

k∈[m]−{i0 }

=

X

(Aj,k − uk ) Xk (t − 1)

(10)

k∈[m]−{i0 }

=

X

Ãj,k Xk (t − 1)

k∈[m]−{i0 }

So there is an alternative system Ã 6= A which gives us the
same dynamics for the system. So there is an ambiguity in
the system and no method will be able to return the correct
graph. This completes the proof of Theorem III.1.
In fact, it is known that when the eigenvalues are strictly
smallers, the Gaussian process is ergodic as well [13]. We note
that in linear deterministic systems ΣX is equal to identity
only when A is orthonormal, in which case, the system is
not ergodic. Thus in linear deterministic systems, there is no
example of a system that is both ergodic and has an invertible
covariance matrix.
B. Additive Noise
In the previous subsection, we saw that for a deterministic
linear system, ΣX being P.D is sufficient and nearly necessary
to have GC = GRDI . Now we study the effect of noise present
only in the evolution of certain variables. So, the modified
system model can be described as X(t) = AX(t − 1) + N (t)
in which N (t) is an m × 1 additive noise vector. We assume
the noise to be a vector of mutually-independent zero-mean
Gaussian variables with arbitrary variance. Coupled with a
Gaussian initial state N (0, ΣX (0)), such a linear dynamical
system then gives rise to a Gaussian process. For a specific
node i ∈ [m], var (Ni ) = 0 means there is no noise injected
to the node. For such a linear dynamical system with additive
noise, the stationary condition ΣX (t) = ΣX (t − 1) can be
expressed as ΣX = AΣX AT + ΣN . The answer to this
equation, if it exists, is:
ΣX =

∞
X

At ΣN (At )T

(11)

t=0

Theorem III.3. (a) If for a linear system with independent
noise, property A is satisfied, then GRDI = GC .
(b) If Property A is not satisfied, then there will be an
ambiguity in the correct system and no method will be
able to return the causailty graph correctly.
We note that the proof of part (b) follows similar to
Theorem III.1. For part (a), we first prove a version that states
that ΣX is positive definite implies that GRDI = GC in

Lemma III.4. We observe that only Property A is needed for
the proof of Lemma III.4, which concludes the proof of this
theorem.
Lemma III.4. Let ΣX be the covariance matrix of the stationary distribution for a linear system with additive Gaussian
noise. If ΣX is positive definite, then GRDI = GC .
Proof. We take the steps similar to the ones in the Theorem III.1. In the linear system described above, every
variable Xj at each time t can be described as Xj (t) =
P
u Aj,u Xu (t − 1) + Nj (t). We will show that given
ΣX is positive definite, for each pair  (i, j) if Aj,i =
0 then RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j}
= 0. Similarly,

RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j} > 0 if Aj,i 6= 0.
We can write:

RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j}

=H Xj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i}

− H Xj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]
(12)

=H Aj,i Xi (t − 1) + Nj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i}
− H (Nj (t))
If Aj,i = 0, then the RHS of (12) is zero, which yields
the theorem. Consider the case Aj,i 6= 0. Since the process is
Gaussian, and Nj (t) is independent of the process at time t−1,
H Aj,i Xi (t − 1) + Nj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i} is equal to
1
2
2
2
2
2 log(2πe(Aj,i σe + σN )) where σe is the mean-square error
in estimating Xi (t − 1) from Xu (t − 1)u∈[m]−{i} . Note that
2
H (Nj (t)) = 21 log(2πeσN
). Now, (12) becomes 0 if and only
if σe = 0 which implies that the covariance matrix is singular
(indeed, there exists a u with ui 6= 0 such that uT ΣX u =
0).
Next we show
P∞ that stability of the dynamical system implies
that ΣX = t=0 At Σn (At )T is well defined.
Lemma III.5. Let A and Σn be m × m matrices. Then if
the
of A are strictly smaller
P∞eigenvalues
Pτthan t 1, thet limit
t
t T
T
A
Σ
(A
)
exists,
i.e.
the
series
n
t=0
t=0 A Σn (A ) is
absolutely convergent.
We omit the proof of this elementary lemma for brevity.
We study a simple case where we can utilize Theorem III.3
to prove that ΣX is non-singular and hence, RDI can infer the
correct graph.
Theorem III.6. Let A ,P
ΣX and ΣN be m × m matrices, in
∞
such a way that ΣX = t=0 At ΣN (At )T exists. If ΣN = I,
then ΣX will be positive definite.
Proof.
T

∀u 6= 0 : u ΣX u =

∞
X

uT At (At )T u

t=0

= kuk2 +

∞
X
t=1

⇒ ΣX > 0

kuT At k2 > 0

(13)

C. Semi-deterministic setting
Suppose there is independent noise injected at a group of
nodes Sm , a subset of [m]. We want to understand when the
matrix ΣX will be positive-definite (P.D.) and RDI method
will work. The next theorem states the condition under which
a single-node noise injection will result in ΣX being P.D. Then
an immediate result will be stated as a generalization, for the
situations when multi-node noise injection will result in a P.D
ΣX .
Theorem III.7. In III.6, let us assume ΣN = ej eTj where
ej is an arbitrary standard unit vector. So ΣX will be
positive definite if and only if the rank of the matrix
[. . . |Ak−1 ej | . . . |Aej |ej ] is m.
Proof.
Σx > 0 ⇐⇒∀u 6= 0 : uT ΣX u =

k−1
X

T

uT At ej eTj (At ) u

t=0

=

k−1
X

kuT At ej k2 > 0

t=0

⇐⇒∃t ≥ 0 : uT At ej 6= 0
⇐⇒uT [. . . |Ak−1 ej | . . . |Aej |ej ] 6= 0

⇐⇒rank [. . . |Ak−1 ej | . . . |Aej |ej ] = m
(14)

Suppose G = (V, E) is a given directed graph. We generate
a random stable system with A generated by the following
procedure.
∀i, j ∈ E : Âi,j = Yij in which Yij is a continuous random
variable such that Yij ∼ N (0, 1) generated i.i.d. for each
(i, j). To make sure the system is stable and
P∞the covariance
matrix of the stationary distribution Σx = t=0 At ΣN (At )T
for ΣN exists, we define A = λ 1−(Â) Â and then A will
max
be the transition matrix of the system, i.e. ∀t > 0 : X(t) =
AX(t − 1) + N (t). The rescaling ensures that the eigenvalues
are smaller than 1 −  and hence the system is stable.
Now we show that the Hamiltonian property of a graph
determines whether ΣX is non-singular. G is Hamiltonian
if it has a Hamiltonian cycle, a cycle with the length of m
which meets each vertex exactly once. The Theorem III.10
states that for a randomly-generated linear system, if the graph
of the generative model is Hamiltonian, then a single-point
noise injection is sufficient for ΣX to be positive definite with
probability 1. Before that, we express two lemmas which is
used in the proof of this theorem.
Lemma III.8. Let f (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xk ) be a multivariate polynomial (with finite total-degree). Suppose ∀i : Xi ∼ N (0, 1).
Then P rob{f (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xk ) = 0} = 0 if there exists an
assignment X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 , . . . , Xk = xk such that
f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) 6= 0.
Proof. This follows from standard arguments; see Lemma 2.6
in [14] for example.

Corollary III.7.1. Assume that ΣNPis the covariance matrix of
noise in the system, i.e. let ΣN = j∈Sm rj ej eTj where Sm is
a subset of [m]. Let us define Bj = [. . . |Ak−1 ej | . . . |Aej |ej ]
. Then Σx > 0 if and only if the rank of the matrix
[Bj1 | . . . |Bj|Sm | ] in which (j1 , . . . , j|Sm | ∈ Sm ) is m.
Proof.
T

Proof. Let us denote the Hamiltonian cycle of G with H(G) ⊂
T
rj ej eTj (At ) u V . So we define A as the following:
t=0
j∈Sm
(
k−1
1 (i, j) ∈ H(G)
X X
Aj,i =
(17)
=
|rj |kuT At ej k2 > 0
0 (i, j) ∈
/ H(G)

Σx > 0 ⇐⇒∀u 6= 0 : u Σx u =

⇐⇒∃t ≥
⇐⇒∃j ∈

k−1
X

Lemma III.9. Suppose the hamitonian graph G = (V, E) is
given. Then if we assume G to be the causality graph of a
linear dynamical system, there is a valid transition matrix A
compatible with this graph so that,

det [Am−1 ei | . . . |Aei |ei ] 6= 0 for all i ∈ [m].
(16)

uT At

X

t=0 j∈Sm
0, j ∈ Sm : u At ej 6= 0
Sm : uT [. . . |Ak−1 ej | . . . |Aej |ej ]

So it can be seen that for all i, j ∈ [m], there is
a k ∈ [m − 1] such that Ak ei = ej . This implies
that the matrix [Am−1 ei | . . . |Aei |ei ] is a permutation of
Im×m and thus it will be
 full rank which is equivalent to
det [Am−1 ei | . . . |Aei |ei ] 6= 0.

T

6= 0

T

⇐⇒u [Bj1 | . . . |Bj|Sm | ] 6= 0

⇐⇒rank [Bj1 | . . . |Bj|Sm | ] = m
(15)

The theorem III.7 states the condition for having a P.D ΣX .
We now examine whether this condition is likely to be satisfied
in a randomized setup. In other words, we are interested in
knowing how probable it is to have a dynamical system with
this property. For this purpose, we consider graphs whose
topologies are fixed, and then the coefficients are randomly
generated.

Theorem III.10. Let us assume that the causality graph of a
linear dynamical system with additive noise is Hamiltonian.
Suppose that a single-point noise injection scheme is used, i.e.
ΣN = ej eTj for some j ∈ [m] and the matrix A is generated
in the fashion described above so the system is stable. Then
for all j ∈ [m], Σx is positive definite with probability 1.
Proof. Following the same steps as in Theorem III.7, Σx > 0
if and only if the rank of the matrix B = [. . . |A2 ej |Aej |ej ]
is m. For the matrix B to have a rank of m it is sufficient

that Bm = [Am−1 ej | . . . |A2 ej |Aej |ej ] be full rank, which is
equivalent to proving det(Bm ) 6= 0.
It can be seen that det(Bm ) is a polynomial in Ai,j with a
finite degree. Since the graph is Hamiltonian, from the Lemma
III.9 there is an assignment to the matrix A so that det(Bm ) 6=
0. From Lemma III.8, P rob{det(Bm ) = 0} = 0 which yields
the theorem.

Fig. 1. The causality graph of the Lorenz system

In the next theorem, we prove that if the graph G = (V, E)
is not strongly connected, i.e. there exists a pair of nodes i, j ∈
[m] that there is no path from i to j, then single-point noise
injection is not sufficient for ΣX to be P.D.
Theorem III.11. If the causality graph of a linear dynamical
system with additive noise is not strongly connected, then there
exists j ∈ [m] such that for ΣN = ej eTj , ΣX is not P.D .
Proof. We assume that the graph is not strongly connected.

So we can conclude that: ∃i, j ∈ [m]∀k ∈ N : Ak ej i = 0.
In other words, the ith row of B = [. . . |A2 ej |Aej |ej ] is all
zeros.
Let us set ΣN = ej eTj . Similar to the Theorem III.10,
showing ΣX is not P.D is equivalent to showing that
rank B = [. . . |A2 ej |Aej |ej ] < m. From the graph not
being strongly connected we conclude that the ith row of B
is all zeros. Hence rank(B) < m.
The Theorem III.10 expresses the sufficiency of the graph
being Hamiltonian for Σx to be positive definite when the
graph is fixed and the coefficients are chosen according to a
random distribution. Now, we study a model where both the
graph is randomly generated and the coefficients are randomly
generated given the graph, as before. The question is: how
likely is it for a random graph to be Hamiltonian. This problem
is well studied and here we only mention the results. Suppose
that G is a random directed graph of n nodes based on
the Erdos-Renyi model [15]. The graph is generated simply
by considering a complete directed graph with n nodes, and
including each edge in G with a probability of p, or removing
it with a probability of 1 − p. We denote such a graph with
D(n, p). The theorem below states a condition for which the
graph will surely have a Hamiltonian graph.
Theorem III.12. [16] [17] Let D(n, p) be an Erdos-Renyi
graph. If p ≥ (1 + o(1)) logn
, then D has a directed
n
Hamiltonian cycle with probability 1.
Similarly, the Theorem III.11 expresses the necessity of
strong connectivity for sufficiency of an arbitrary noise injection to result in a P.D ΣX . The theorem below states the
condition under which the graph will almost always be not
strongly connected and hence a single-node noise injection
will not be sufficient.
Theorem III.13. [18] Let D(n, p) be an Erdos-Renyi graph. If
p ≤ (1 − o(1)) logn
n , then D is disconnected with probability
1.

Fig. 2. The heatmap of the directed information (DI) and restricted directed
information (RDI) for Lorenz system. Each row represents an inbound node
(from up to down: x, y and z respectively) and Each column represents an
outbound node (from left to right: x, y and z respectively).

IV. N ON - LINEAR S YSTEMS
In the section III we discussed about the linear systems.
Here we focus on a family of more general functions: nonlinear functions. Here, we will concentrate on purely deterministic systems, as in the presence of independent noise at
each node, it can be shown that RDI will return the correct
graph following steps similar to existing work [4].
In general, a deterministic non-linear dynamical system
T
is described as X(t) = [g1 (X(t − 1)) , . . . , gn (X(t − 1))]
in which {gi }i∈[m] are fixed deterministic functions and the
alphabet X is finite. For this system, we would like to study the
possibility of inferring the causality graph from RDI method.
The Theorem IV.1 determines the conditions under which
the non-linear deterministic system can be inferred by RDI
method.
Definition IV.1. Property B: A causal graph Gc and a
probability distribution pX is said to have property B, if, for
all the edges (i, j) in the edge-set of the GC ofa non-linear
deterministic system, H gj (X)|{Xu }u∈[m]−{i} > 0 under
PX .
Theorem IV.1. Consider a deterministic non-linear system in
which ∀t > 0 : X(t) = g (X(t − 1)). Let PX be the stationary
distribution of the system.
•
•

(a) If Property B is true, then GRDI = GC .
(b) If Property B is not true, then no method can return
the correct GC .

Proof. First we prove (a).  For a given (i, j),
RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j} can be written as:

Fig. 3. Probability of successfully extracting the right causality graph for DI and RDI methods.

H Xj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i}

− H Xj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]
|
{z
}



=H Xj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i}



In other words, for all fixed {xj }j∈[m]−i , there is a bijection
between y and xi .

0

=H gj (X(t − 1))|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i}

=H gj (X)|{Xu }u∈[m]−{i}

(18)


Proof. Consider (i, j) an edge in GC .

where the last equation holds under the stationary
distribution. If Xj (t) is not a function
of Xi (t − 1)

=
0. So
then H Xj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i}

RDI Xi → Xj |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i,j} = 0 and RDI graph
correctly does not include the (i, j) edge.
If Xj (t) is a function of Xi (t − 1), it implies that (i, j) is
in the edge set of the GC . Given that property B is satisfied,
H gj (X)|{Xu }u∈[m]−{i} > 0 and (i, j) is included in
GRDI hence (a) of the theorem is proved.
Next, we prove (b). Assuming property B is not
satisfied means that there exists an edge (i0 , j0 ) in
=
GC for which H Xj (t)|{Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i0 }
H gj (X)|{Xu }u∈[m]−{i}  = 0. So ∃h : Xj0 (t) =
h {Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i0 } .
However, (i0 , j0 ) included in GC means
∃gj0 : Xj0 (t) =

gj0 {Xu (t − 1)}u∈[m]−{i0 } , Xi0 (t − 1) .
So there is an alternate function h 6= gj0 , which yields the
same system dynamics. So there is an ambiguity in the system
and no algorithm can infer the correct graph.
While Property B proves the Theorem IV.1, it may not be
easy to check. The following lemma will introduce conditions
under which property B is satisfied. First we define two
concepts which we’ll use throughout the proof of the lemma.
Definition IV.2. A distribution P (X) with {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn }
is said to have a deterministic component Xi if ∃g : Xi =
g({Xj }j∈[m]−{i} ), equivalently H(Xi |{Xj }j∈[m]−{i} ) = 0.
Definition IV.3. Suppose that y is defined as a function of the
m × 1 vector x, i.e. y = g(x). For a particular xi , y is called
a fully sensitive function of xi if:
∀{xj }j∈[m]−{i} ∀xi , x̃i : xi 6= x̃i ⇐⇒
g({xj }j∈[m]−{i} , xi ) 6= g({xj }j∈[m]−{i} , x̃i )

Lemma IV.2. For a non-linear deterministic dynamical system, if for all edges (i, j) in the causality graph, Xj is a
fully sensitive function of Xi , and the variable Xi is not a
deterministic component for the stationary distribution, then
property B is satisfied.

(19)


H gj (X)|{Xu }u∈[m]−{i} =

H Xi |{Xu }u∈[m]−{i} > 0

(20)

The first equality follows from the fact that gj is fully
sensitive and the inequality follows from Xi not being a
deterministic component.
V. S IMULATIONS
In the simulation section, we applied RDI method on the
Lorenz System, as described in Section 1 and compared its
performance to DI method. Before describing the simulation
setup in greater details, we note that there are many stationary
ergodic measures on the Lorenz system; this is because the
Lorenz system does have periodic orbits in addition to the
strange attractor. Since we are most interested in the strange
attractor, there is an invariant measure called the Sinai-RuelleBowen measure [19], [20], which applies to the systems
satisfying Axiom A, an example of which is the Lorenz system
[21]. Most points near the attractor are attracted towards the
strange attractor and result in this particular stationary ergodic
measure, which is what we observed in our simulations as
well. Empirically, this dataset seems to satisfy the conditions
of Lemma IV.2 and therefore satisfies Property B; in particular,
the iterations are fully sensitive to the the inputs and the
measure seems to have no deterministic component. Proving
this formally for the SRB measure is left for future work. By
Theorem IV.1, we expect the RDI method to work well in
inferring the causal graph of the Lorenz system. We test this
hypothesis by a simulation study.
The causality graph of the Lorenz System is shown in Figure
1. As we notice, all nodes influence each other except z to
x. The standard values for the parameters of the system are
σ = 10, ρ = 28, and beta = 8/3 as well as the initial
point x(0) = [2, 3, 4]T which are kept constant throughout

the simulations. First, we simulated one run of the system
with 1000000 samples and calculated the pairwise conditioned
DI’s and RDI’s. The heatmap of the values is shown in Figure
2. The heatmap qualitatively shows that RDI returns all the
corresponding edges in the causality graph of the Lorez system
(GC ) correctly, but the DI method does not return the correct
answer. Note that the diagonal in both methods is irrelevant
(and is set to zero).
In the next simulation, we quantitatively study the performance of network inference in the presence of noise. We
assume that i.i.d. Gaussian noise is added to each variable
in the system iteration. Recall that both DI and RDI are
guaranteed to return the correct solution when noise is present
in the system. However, this may require an infinite number of
samples. Here, we fix the number of samples to 100000 and
compare the reconstruction performance of the two systems
as a function of noise variance.
Since both methods return values that maybe non-zero for
all the pairs of variables, it becomes necessary to set a threshold in order to declare the causal graph. To calculate these
zero thresholds, we calculated the values of conditioned DI
and RDI for two independent variables conditioned over a thrid
variable, all which were Gaussin zero-mean unit-variance, and
from each of which 100000 samples were generated. We
repeated the calculations for 100 times, and took the top 5
percentile as the zero threshold. We construct the reconstructed
graph to be those edges whose information values are greater
than the generated threshold.
Then we defined a success event as the event of GDI
or GRDI being the same as GC of the Lorenz system. We
changed the standard deviation of the noises from 0.001 to
0.099 with increments 0.001 and calculated the DI and RDI
values and observed whether a success happened or not. For
each deviation value, we repeated the simulation for 100 times
and found the number of total successes as a fraction of total
trials (100) and took the resulting value as the Probability of
Success. The results of simulations is shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen that for small powers of noise, the DI
method does not show any success. As the power of the noise
increases, around the deviation value of 0.05 we see that DI
starts performing well. It shows that the DI method needs a
specific amount of noise added at each stage to perform well,
and indeed at high SNR the performance of DI method is
not satisfactory, while RDI method does not need to rely on
the noise to have a good performance and it shows a success
probability of 1 for the Lorenz system.
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